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Call for Papers
Road safety

Municipal Engineer is planning a themed issue for 
2017 on road safety

Central government is trying to balance the public finances. Broadly, the plan 
appears to be to protect health spending and focus more significant reduction 
in other areas. 

Given that road safety expenditure on prevention is more cost effective than 
dealing with the victims of road traffic collisions, is this policy short-sighted 
and will it lead to increased costs and unnecessary human suffering?

Municipal Engineer would like to invite academics and practitioners to share 
their work to help inform the industry and prompt a policy debate in this 
important area.

Topics that could be discussed include (but are not limited to):

n What evidence can road safety professionals provide to challenge the 
current approach and prompt a rethink?

n Is the recent increase in KSIs (killed and seriously injured) directly due to 
reducing budgets?

n How can road safety budgets be used to optimise casualty reduction?

n How can road safety data and accident investigation be most effectively 
used?

n What is the optimum mix of engineering, education and enforcement?

n Are 20mph zones providing benefits?

n Is vehicle and traffic legislation correct? Is sentencing policy for 
perpetrators of crime on the road appropriate?

n What possibilities do advances in autonomous and semi-autonomous 
vehicles bring?

n How important are effective partnerships in delivering outcomes?

n What best practice examples of casualty reduction measures can you 
share?

The deadline for abstracts is 25 April 2016. The deadline for 
submissions is 25 July 2016.

Invitation to authors
To submit an abstract online, please visit 

http://goo.gl/forms/tXjalPnIot
To request further information, please contact:

Claire Robinson (T: +44 (0)20 7665 2241)
E: claire.robinson@icepublishing.com

For more information about the journal, visit 
http://www.municipalengineer.com

Why publish with ICE?

ICE Publishing has been uniting research and 
practice in engineering and science since 1836. 
As the publishing arm of the Institution of Civil 
Engineers, we provide exclusive access to over 
80,000 active ICE members in 160 countries. By 
publishing with ICE, you will benefit from our 
quality, visibility and advocacy.

QUALITY

• Rigorous blind peer review by an international 
panel of experts

• Author editorial support and guidance to help 
you develop your work

• Professional copy editing, typesetting and proof-
reading services

• No publication charges, it is entirely free to 
publish with us (Open Access titles excepted)

VISIBILITY

• Our journals are included in major science and 
engineering databases and indexes, making our 
articles easily discoverable in Google and other 
scholarly search engines

• In addition to ICE members, our content is 
read by academics and practitioners at over 
1500 subscribing universities, corporations and 
government agencies around the world

ADVOCACY

• We work closely with our authors and editors 
to promote our journals to all relevant audiences, 
at international conferences, and through 
engineering social networks


